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Executive Summary

Over the past decade, the California Legislature enacted a trio of critical laws
intended to protect people from collusion between state and local law enforcement
agencies and agencies engaged in immigration enforcement. Certain sheriffs
and local law enforcement agencies, however, have circumvented these laws and
undermined the protections envisioned for California immigrants — at times in
consultation with U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE). As a result
of these unlawful practices, sheriffs facilitate the reincarceration of noncitizen
community members, whom ICE then forces to sit in prison-like detention awaiting
trial, often without counsel. Collaboration between sheriffs and ICE are particularly
destructive to the communities of the Central Valley: an expansive rural region
with a large immigrant population, high poverty levels, and a dearth of legal
services providers.
This report exposes the different tactics
used by Central Valley sheriffs to divert
their resources to immigration enforcement
and funnel noncitizen community members
into the hands of immigration enforcement
authorities. This report also reveals new
details about the mechanisms developed by
Central Valley sheriffs and law enforcement
agencies in close partnership with ICE to
evade pro-immigrant state laws. Notably, the
practice of funneling people in Central Valley
communities to ICE custody has continued
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even during the COVID-19 pandemic, which
threatens particularly dangerous results in the
congregate settings of ICE detention centers,
which have been plagued by outbreaks.
A two-year bill that was introduced in 2021 (AB
937, VISION Act), if enacted, would strengthen
prohibitions on entanglement between state
and local law enforcement agencies and ICE.1
This report demonstrates the need for such
a bill: to sever sheriff entanglement with
immigration enforcement and better protect all
California residents.
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KEY FINDINGS

TOP RECOMMENDATIONS

Over a quarter of all the ICE arrests in
the Central Valley from October 2014
through May 2018 took place in local
jails.

The Governor and Legislature should
enact laws like the VISION Act that
clearly prohibit all state and local law
enforcement agencies from transferring
people in their custody to ICE.

After the passage of the Values Act,
ICE and Central Valley sheriffs worked
closely to develop new mechanisms
to enable ICE to readily arrest people
inside local jails.
The ACLU of Northern California
estimates that the total number of
people transferred to ICE custody
since the enactment of the Values Act
is nearly three times higher than what
sheriffs in the region have officially
reported.

3

In order to properly and equitably
implement laws like the TRUTH Act, the
Values Act, or VISION Act, the Governor
and Legislature should ensure that
individuals have an opportunity to
enforce their rights through legal action.
The California Attorney General’s
Office must monitor and ensure the
full implementation of laws like the
Values Act by investigating inaccurate
reporting and instances of violations.
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Executive Summary
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Introduction

Erika was a resident of the Central Valley, where she worked in the citrus and
almond fields to support her three daughters. She had been the primary provider
for her family since kidnappers killed her husband in Mexico after he traveled there
from the United States to visit his ailing father.
In 2019, while working at a farm in Kern
County, Erika was falsely accused of stealing
a bag of fruit. The farm owner called the police,
who arrested and jailed Erika. Kern County
Sheriff deputies released her from their custody
after she paid bail. However, instead of allowing
Erika to return home to her daughters, the
deputies transferred her to two ICE agents that
were waiting inside the jail for her. The ICE
agents confined Erika in a detention facility,
where she languished for six months.
Stories like Erika’s are not uncommon in the
Central Valley, where the racial biases and
injustices that pervade the criminal legal
system also infect the immigration system with
grave consequences. In California, local law
enforcement agencies often funnel people who
have criminal convictions, or even charges, into
the hands of federal immigration enforcement
agencies. Unlike the criminal legal system,
however, the immigration system does not
recognize a right to appointed counsel. The
comingling of these two systems results in the
double punishment of noncitizens who come
into contact with the criminal legal system.
4

Over the past decade, California enacted critical
laws like the TRUST, TRUTH, and Values
Acts to protect its immigrant population — the
largest in the nation — from collusion between
state and local law enforcement agencies and
agencies engaged in immigration enforcement.
Despite the clear intent of California lawmakers,
some local law enforcement agencies in the
San Joaquin Central Valley (“Central Valley”
or “Valley”) have circumvented these laws and
undermined the protections envisioned for
California immigrants — at times in consultation
with ICE. These circumventions are particularly
destructive to the communities of the Valley: an
expansive rural region with a large immigrant
population, high poverty levels, and a dearth of
legal services providers.
The TRUST, TRUTH, and Values Acts did not
curb ICE’s interest in conducting enforcement
actions in the region. ICE has increasingly relied
on and strengthened the criminal-system-todeportation pipeline in the Central Valley to fuel
deportation and populate immigration detention
centers in California. Though the TRUST Act
went into effect in January 2014, over a quarter
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of the ICE arrests that occurred in the Central
Valley from October 2014 through May 2018
took place in local jails. And over a third of all
deportations since 2001 in the region occurred
after the Values Act was enacted in 2017.
While ICE continues to arrest people at local
jails after they are transferred by sheriffs, the
state laws have reduced the frequency of these
transfers. In Kern County, for example, ICE
made at least 622 notification requests in 2017
and 638 in 2018, leading to 486 and 374 ICE
arrests at the jail each year, respectively. With
the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, transfers
slowed even more dramatically: the Kern
County Sheriff’s Office reportedly transferred
25 people to ICE in 2020. Despite the decline
in immigration arrests, the misreporting of
transfer information by local law enforcement
agencies obscures the actual level of
collaboration between sheriffs and ICE.

The inconsistent
implementation
of the Values Act by
Central Valley sheriffs
has fostered new,
opaque versions of
harmful entanglement
with ICE.

This report examines the impact of the Values Act
in the region. The inconsistent implementation
of the law by Central Valley sheriffs and the
various loopholes have fostered new, opaque
versions of harmful entanglement with ICE.
Central Valley sheriffs have worked closely with
immigration agencies to develop formal and
informal mechanisms to facilitate the deportation
of community members. Using these mechanisms,
local law enforcement agencies transfer people to
ICE custody without, in their view, being required
to report those transfers as required under the
Values Act. One such practice includes the “warm
handoff” of people by sheriffs to ICE in a nonpublic area of a jail on the brink of their release.
Without adequate prohibitions on collusion with
local law enforcement agencies, immigration
enforcement in the Central Valley will continue
to destroy the lives of immigrant community
members, spreading fear, separating families, and
impairing the financial and emotional stability
of Central Valley residents. A number of states
have recently enacted laws, or have pending bills,
that prohibit state and local law enforcement
from assisting immigration enforcement
authorities, establishing a bright-line rule that
more adequately protects each of their immigrant
communities.2 To eliminate stubborn end-runs on
California’s commitment to protecting immigrant
communities, this report calls for an end to all
state and local entanglement with immigration
enforcement agencies.

Introduction
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Data Sources
The analysis conducted in this report pertaining to the entanglement between
local law enforcement agencies and ICE is mainly informed by four sources of
available data: (1) data kept by Syracuse University’s Transactional Records Access
Clearinghouse (TRAC); (2) self-reported data from local law enforcement agencies
to the California Attorney General’s Office; (3) data produced by local sheriffs at
TRUTH Act forums; and (4) data from local law enforcement agencies obtained
through California Public Records Act (PRA) requests.

1

The information used in this report from TRAC
was obtained through Freedom of Information
Act (FOIA) requests to the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS). Over the last 15
years, TRAC has gathered, organized, and
published massive amounts of immigration
enforcement-focused data that it has received
from DHS. For the purposes of this report,
data on TRAC’s public site pertaining to
the relevant counties in this report were
reviewed and analyzed. Specific links and data
breakdown of the different analyses conducted
are included in the endnotes of this report.

2 As discussed below, the Values Act (enacted

in 2017, effective date of January 1, 2018)
requires California law enforcement agencies
to report annually the number of times it
transfers people into ICE custody, and the
basis for those transfers, to the California
Attorney General’s Office, using specified
forms. The Attorney General’s Office publishes
the data from these reports online each year.

3 To address issues of transparency, the TRUTH
Act (enacted in 2016, effective date of January
1, 2017) requires local governing bodies to

6

hold annual public forums any time their local
law enforcement agencies provide ICE access to
information or people in their custody. Through
the attendance and monitoring of these annual
forums, this report references statements
and data reported during those public forums.
Notably, there is no uniform requirement of what
should be provided at these public forums.

4 Finally, from 2017 through 2021, the ACLU

affiliates of California, along with local and state
partners, has made PRA requests to local law
enforcement agencies throughout California. This
report focuses on records produced by Central
Valley local law enforcement agencies in response
to those requests. The analysis conducted in this
report is primarily based on policies, regulations,
memoranda, lists, and forms used by local law
enforcement agencies to implement the various
state laws; communications between local
law enforcement agencies and immigration
enforcement agencies; and communications
among local law enforcement agencies. Not
all local law enforcement agencies adequately
responded to all aspects of our requests, and some
have withheld information that should have been
disclosed in response to our requests.
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The Central Valley is Home to a
Diverse Immigrant Community
The Central Valley is a richly diverse region of California. It is home to nearly a
million immigrants — lawful permanent residents, naturalized citizens, refugees,
recipients of Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals, and many others — comprising
a quarter of the total population in the region.3 Over half of the immigrants in
the Central Valley are noncitizens, and 300,000 people are undocumented.4 On
average, 20% of children under the age of 18 live with at least one undocumented
parent and half a million of all the residents in the region with status live with an
undocumented family member.5

A Diverse Immigrant Community
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The undocumented community has deep roots in
the Central Valley. Nearly three quarters of the
undocumented community in the Valley have
lived in the United States for over a decade, and
about 80,000 of them are homeowners.6
The immigrant community consists of our
friends, neighbors, and co-workers. Ethnic
diversity enriches the entire community and
provides people the opportunity to learn from
other cultures and traditions. Forty-five percent
of Central Valley residents live in a household
where a language other than English is spoken.7
Fresno County ranks as one of the top eight
destinations for refugee arrivals in California,8
a state that is home to the largest Southeast
Asian American population.9 As one illustration,
the Hmong immigrant community is so wellestablished in Fresno that the Hmong New Year
is celebrated each year in Fresno County to
acknowledge the end of the harvest season. The
celebration brings over a hundred thousand
residents together and is the largest HmongAmerican community event in the United States.10
Immigrants also contribute substantially to the
Valley’s economy and well-being. It is estimated
that undocumented immigrants in California
pay more than $3 billion annually in state and

local taxes.11 One study found that undocumented
Mexican immigrants in California collectively
held a spending power of over $22 million.12 It is
estimated that close to 57,000 DACA recipients
work in occupations across California at the
forefront of the COVID-19 response and that
4,300 are educators that have had to adapt
during the pandemic.13 Over 7,400 DACA
recipients reside in the Valley, many of whom
actively contribute to the region’s local economy.14
Yet, the Valley is also one of California’s most
impoverished regions. Across the state, the
median hourly wage for noncitizens is lower
than that for both naturalized immigrants and
U.S.-born Californians.15 Fresno County leads
the country in agricultural production, followed
by the counties of Kern and Tulare.16 Across the
region, noncitizen workers, and in particular
undocumented workers, disproportionately
occupy agricultural jobs as compared to other
types of jobs, which typically pay less.17 Among
the undocumented population in the region, over
fifty percent do not speak English “well” or “at all,”
making low-wage undocumented workers one of
the most vulnerable groups to exploitation in the
state due to their lack of immigration status and
limited English-language proficiency.18

75

%

Nearly
of the undocumented
community in the Valley have lived in
the U.S. for over a decade.
8
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Overview: Federal and Local
Immigration Enforcement Trends

Immigration enforcement in the Central Valley has taken different forms over
the last several decades. While in prior decades noncitizens were at risk of raids
at workplaces and in public spaces, in recent years, federal immigration agencies
have shifted to using the criminal legal system to find and arrest the majority of
noncitizens who are placed in removal proceedings.19
Noncitizens who have criminal convictions — or
even mere charges — are often moved into the
detention and deportation system by state and
local law enforcement agencies. The use of the
criminal legal system in this way by federal
immigration agencies is deeply problematic.
For example, an analysis of the traffic stops
conducted in 2016 by the Fresno Police
Department show that Black drivers accounted
for 15% of officer stops, consisting of twice the
share of the total Black population, and were
three times more likely to be pulled over than
white drivers.20 The study also found that as
police interactions escalate, so do the differences
in how people of color are treated, finding that
officers searched Black drivers 2.5 times more
often than white drivers.21 This over-policing
allows the entrenched and wholly unjust racial
biases that pervade the criminal legal system22
to infect the immigration system. For example,
even though only 7% of noncitizens are Black,
20% of people in removal proceedings on
criminal grounds are Black immigrants.23

Over-policing impacts the immigrant
community of color in particular ways. For
example, a recent study found that Latinx and
Asian immigrants in the region face barriers
to health care and experience worse health
outcomes partially due to how they experience
local law enforcement agencies’ and federal
immigration authorities’ policies and practices
when compared to their U.S.-born counterparts
in California.24
This section reviews the historical and current
mechanisms of immigration enforcement in
the Central Valley, along with the impact
of detention and removal proceedings upon
Central Valley residents, many of whom lack
access to counsel for immigration purposes.

Overview
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Immigration Enforcement Tactics in
the Central Valley
Historically, immigration enforcement in the
Central Valley under the legacy Immigration
and Naturalization Services (INS)25 took the
form of mass raids at the workplace, near
bus stops, and even nightclubs, instilling
widespread fear in immigrant communities.26
While these types of raids became less common
in the 1990s and 2000s, ICE developed new
tactics to find and arrest noncitizens. One

notorious practice is ICE’s racial profiling of
farmworkers. This tactic became so frequent,
reaching new heights during the Trump
administration, that it caused workers to stop
showing up to work.27 One way in which ICE
agents execute this tactic is by using unmarked
cars to follow farmworkers during their drive to
work in the fields.

ICE’s racial profiling has led to tragic results.
On the morning of March 13, 2018, ICE agents followed a farmworker couple, Santos
Hilario Garcia and Marcelina Garcia Profecto, in an unmarked vehicle as the couple
dropped off their daughter at school. After the drop-off, the couple headed to work
in the fields of Delano. The ICE agents attempted to pull them over, but the couple
fled, apparently in fear of being deported and ripped away from their six children.
The car chase turned deadly as the couple’s car crashed into a pole and they died
instantly. By ICE’s own account, Mr. Hilario Garcia was not the person they sought,
but he matched their target’s description.28 The Delano Police Department requested
criminal charges be brought against the ICE agents due to the contradictory
statements ICE provided them about the car chase, but the Kern County District
Attorney’s Office declined to bring charges.29 ICE’s racial profiling led to six children
losing their parents and spread fear throughout the Valley. Like many other noncitizen
community members, the couple had lived in the United States for over a decade
and called this region their home. That same month, ICE arrested at least 26 other
farmworkers in the Central Valley, many on their way to work.30

10
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Another practice ICE deploys in the Central
Valley is the use of “collateral arrests,” which
involves the arrest of community members
that were not ICE’s intended target. In these
situations, ICE agents will find, stop, and
arrest the person for whom they are looking.
While doing so, ICE agents may question,
and then arrest, people who are also together
in the same car or in the same place as the
person they were intending to arrest. See
Appendix A. During ICE’s “Operation Keep
Safe II,” the Trump administration sought
to punish California for enacting the Values
Act, leading ICE to arrest 233 Northern
Californians.31 Previously unpublished ICE
data received from a federal lawmaker show
that nearly 56% of the people arrested were
“collateral arrests” and over 50% of the total
people ICE arrested were residents of the
Central Valley.
Another such tactic used by ICE is stalking
courthouses in the Central Valley to conduct
arrests.32 This tactic consists of ICE arresting
community members as they enter, attend,
or depart court hearings, where their
presence is often required by court orders. In
the summer and fall of 2018, the frequent
occurrence of ICE courthouse arrests in
Fresno and neighboring counties33 led to a
community outcry against ICE and a plea to
the California Attorney General’s Office to
intervene.34

During a 2018 ICE
operation, nearly 56%
of the people arrested
were “collateral
arrests” and over
50% of the total
people ICE arrested
were residents of the
Central Valley.
The practice of conducting civil arrests in
courthouses became illegal in California in
2019 following the passage of Assembly Bill
668, yet ICE has continued to arrest noncitizens in courthouses throughout the Central
Valley.35 See Appendix B. Such a practice not
only imposes a chilling effect on people’s ability
to access the courts, but it also creates other
major problems. Community members who are
arrested by ICE before they can attend their
criminal court hearing will often be issued
a criminal warrant for missing their court
hearing. If that person is fortunate to access
counsel and be released from immigration
detention, they can sometimes be arrested
by local law enforcement agencies for the
outstanding warrant that they would otherwise
not have had if they had been allowed to attend
their hearing.

Overview: Federal and Local Immigration Enforcement
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Javier’s Story: Targeted in a Courthouse Arrest
Javier is an agricultural worker who has lived and worked in Fresno County for over a decade. In
2018, he was convicted of domestic violence. In compliance with the terms of his conviction,
Javier attended probation appointments and court hearings. In January 2020, as he was about
to enter one of his court hearings, two individuals in plain clothes arrested him, causing him to
miss the hearing. Javier later learned that they were ICE agents.

“

He was detained at the Mesa Verde
Detention Facility for five months.
Because Javier is the primary
breadwinner for his family, his loved
ones were forced to cope with
mounting bills during his detention, as
they worked to get him free. A week after
his release, the Fresno County Sheriff’s
Office arrested Javier for missing his
court hearing due to the ICE arrest.
Javier is now at home with his wife, his
three children, and in compliance with
his release requirements.

When I was detained, my wife would tell
me my children could not concentrate in
school because I was in ICE detention. They
were stressing about me possibly being
deported which affected their school studies.
They also lost their appetite a lot. My wife
struggled a lot to be there for them, and she
had to worry about paying the bills. She had
to work the night shift during that time. My
wife did so much for me; she worked so hard
to find community members to write letters
for me. She somehow managed to get this
done all while working a night shift job.

“I waited for two hours outside since my wife
was driving from Mendota. It was pretty hot
outside but I didn’t care. Finally, my wife
got there in the evening. My children were
also in the car when they came. They were so,
so happy to see me and I was so happy to see
them. We hugged and we prayed and gave
thanks to God for my release.”

12
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ICE Entanglement with State and Local
Law Enforcement Agencies in California
Over time, ICE has increasingly relied on state
prisons and local jails to funnel people directly to
them. ICE has used divisive, deeply misleading,
and discriminatory language and practices to
propagate the unjustified belief that people who
interact with the criminal legal system are less
deserving than those who do not.

like Secure Communities and the Criminal
Alien Program (“CAP”) which connect the
criminal legal system to the civil immigration
system.37 In fiscal year 2016, ICE issued 1,154
detainers to local law enforcement agencies
in the region, the lowest number of detainers
issued since 2006.38 However, after the
TRUTH Act went into effect and the Values
Act was signed, detainers issued to local law
enforcement agencies in the Central Valley
began to climb dramatically, reaching 3,706
and 3,501 in fiscal years 2018 and 2019,
respectively.39 See Figure 1.

A Widespread Practice
Nationwide, about 75% of all ICE arrests are
facilitated through the criminal legal system.36
This can occur through various existing programs

FIGURE 1: ICE Detainers Issued to Local Law Enforcement in the Central Valley from October 2002–June 2020
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FIGURE 2. ICE Apprehension in the Central Valley, FY 2015–2018
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In the Central Valley, from October 2014
through May 2018, 81% of all arrests were
facilitated by law enforcement, of which over a
third came from local jails.40 See Figure 2.

Mechanisms of Entanglement: How Prisons and
Jails Work with ICE
One of the most harmful practices through
which sheriffs, in particular, continue to
engage in immigration enforcement are ICE
“transfers,” which enable ICE to arrest people
from local jails. The process leading up to a
transfer begins when a sheriff’s office takes a

person into their custody and fingerprints them.
These fingerprints are checked against federal
databases, which can result in a notice to ICE of
the person’s presence in local law enforcement
custody. ICE will often issue a detainer
request,41 sometimes also called an ICE hold,
to the local law enforcement agency. That
detainer (1) advises the local agency holding
the community member that ICE seeks custody
over that person, and (2) requests that local
agency to hold that person after they’re eligible
for release and/or to provide ICE advance notice
of that person’s release time to allow ICE to
assume custody. See Figure 3.

FIGURE 3. How ICE Interacts with
the Criminal Legal System

This infographic illustrates the different methods
through which ICE interacts with the criminal
legal system.
Image courtesy of the Immigrant Defense Project
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Nestor’s Story:
Kern County Sheriff’s
Office Separates a Family
for Over Two Years by
Colluding with ICE
Nestor is a father to three daughters in Kern County, where he has lived for over 15 years. In 2018,
Nestor was convicted of burglary, placed on probation, and released back to his community. He
began working and complying with the terms of his probation, motivated by his ability to resume
life with his daughters. However, in September 2018, after dutifully attending all of his probation
appointments, the Kern County Sheriff’s Office mistakenly arrested him, believing that he had
missed an appointment.
Nestor was forced to sit in jail for two months
awaiting a hearing, until the Kern County
Probation Department realized its mistake
and dismissed the probation violation charge.
However, as the Sheriff’s Office processed Nestor
out of the jail to go home, he was asked to wait
inside for over two hours. Jail staff finally released
Nestor in the parking lot area. Moments later, ICE
appeared, questioned Nestor, and arrested him.

“

ICE detained Nestor at the Mesa Verde Detention
Facility for over two years. In August 2020, he
contracted COVID-19 along with 14 other men in
his dorm.

My daughters jumped up and down
because they were so happy to see
me [when I was released from ICE
detention]. My youngest daughter
Because of his separation from his family during
had a tough time, she thought I
this period, two of Nestor’s U.S. citizen daughters
abandoned them. She thought I
were placed in foster care. Since his release
left them but I had to explain what
from ICE detention, Nestor has sought to pick up
happened and now she understands the pieces of his life. He has complied with his
the
reason.”
release
conditions
and is working to gain custody
15
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Valley
of his daughters.

WHAT ARE ICE TRANSFERS?

WHEN DO TRANSFERS HAPPEN?

ICE makes transfer or advance
notice requests, sometimes through
detainers, to local law enforcement
agencies for an individual to be
handed over to their custody. A
transfer is defined under state
law to include any time local law
enforcement agencies “facilitate the
transfer of an individual in its custody
to ICE.”42 According to the California
Attorney General’s Office, this broad
definition is met on any occasion
when a local law enforcement agency
has assisted ICE to take custody of an
individual shortly after their release
from local custody.43

Transfers often take place on the brink
of — or shortly after — a person’s
release from criminal custody. This
includes instances when people have
paid their bail, have already served
their sentence, are being paroled, or
when a judge has ordered the person
to be released. Rather than releasing
that person to their community, local
law enforcement agencies facilitate
handing that person directly to ICE.
Even when permitted by state law,
transfers are voluntary, and local law
enforcement agencies have the legal
authority to decline to hand people
over to ICE.

Removal Proceedings

Immigration Detention

Removal proceedings are civil proceedings that
are initiated by the federal government against
a noncitizen it believes has violated federal
immigration laws. These proceedings can take
months or, more often than not, years. In the
Central Valley, a total of 1,571 community
members were placed in removal proceedings in
fiscal year 2001; by 2014 that number doubled
to 3,224, and in 2019 it peaked at 7,404.44 See
Figure 4.

After ICE conducts an arrest, it decides whether
the person it arrested will be confined in an
immigration detention facility during the
pendency of removal proceedings or whether
that person can fight their proceedings without
being detained. ICE has claimed the authority
to confine people for years in immigration
detention, many without the ability to seek a
bond hearing. ICE contends that forcing people
to sit in prison-like facilities is the best way
to ensure their attendance in their removal
proceedings. However, data has shown that

16
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FIGURE 4. Total Number of People Placed in Removal Proceedings in the Central Valley from FY 2001–2021
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people are 99% likely to attend their removal
proceedings when provided with an attorney.45
Immigration enforcement agents scarcely
used immigration detention forty years
ago. Nationwide, the average daily detained
population in 1979 was just above 2,000; in
2019 that number climbed to over 49,000.46 In
the Central Valley, in fiscal year 2001 about
76% people who were placed in removal
proceedings were never detained; in fiscal year
2012, that number dipped to 50% and reached
47%, an all-time low, in fiscal year 2018.47

Once immigrants are caught in the
criminal legal system, and funneled into the
immigration detention system, many will have
little recourse to the resources necessary to
fight deportation and remain in the United
States because there are few adequate sources
of legal services in the region. One study found
that of the approximately 100 nonprofits
providing immigration services in the state,
only 27 were located in rural regions like the
Central Valley, with only a small handful
deemed qualified to provide representation
to individuals who are fighting deportation

Overview: Federal and Local Immigration Enforcement
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while in immigration detention.48 The region’s
limited removal defense legal infrastructure
often forces noncitizens either to use their entire
life savings, or enter into debt, to hire for-profit
legal representation in the hope of fighting
their deportation, or to represent themselves
in a system that is incredibly complex and
structured against them. From 2001–2021,
nearly 14,000 parents, spouses, children, and
friends have been deported from the Central
Valley.49 About a third of these community
members were removed in the last several years,
after the Values Act was signed into law.50
Unlike criminal proceedings where indigent
people are provided government-appointed
counsel, the federal government does not
recognize the same right to appointed counsel
for people in removal proceedings. As such,
people in removal proceedings without counsel
face extreme odds against winning their cases,
especially when they must argue against federal
prosecutors trained in the complex practice
of immigration law. Studies have repeatedly
shown that people confined in detention,
fighting deportation without representation,
have an extremely low likelihood of avoiding
deportation.51
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Similar statistics are reflected in the Central
Valley. People in removal proceedings with
counsel are four times more likely to achieve a
positive outcome in their removal proceedings
than those without representation.52 Moreover,
the chances of prevailing against one’s removal
proceedings are not just improved by one’s
ability to secure representation but is also
impacted by whether one is detained or not.
Over the past ten years, 66% of people in
removal proceedings in the Central Valley who
have never been detained have been able to
secure representation, increasing their chances
of prevailing in their removal proceedings.53
Of the people who have never been detained
and have concluded their proceedings, 59%
prevailed in their removal proceedings and
41% were removed.54 By contrast, only 33%
of people in detention have been able to
secure an attorney — of the total number of
people in detention who have concluded their
proceedings, only 9% prevailed in their case and
90% have been removed. See Figure 5.

A person in removal
proceedings is 4x
more likely to
achieve a victory in
their case if they have
an attorney than if
they do not have one.
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FIGURE 5. Access to Counsel and Probability of Winning Removal Proceedings

53,373 people in the Central Valley faced removal from the U.S. between 2001–2021

2,926
detained

33% had legal representation
67% had no legal representation

13,314

formerly detained

85% had legal representation
15% had no legal representation

The image above captures the total number of people who remained in detention throughout their removal proceedings
(blue) and the total number of people who were once detained but secured their release (orange). Those who were
no longer detained had a greater likelihood of obtaining representation than those who remained detained. Data also
shows that those in detention have a 9% chance of achieving a victory in their case while their counterparts who
secured release hold a 61% chance of obtaining a positive outcome in their case.
Source: Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse (TRAC)

Despite all of this, in 2020, California expanded
its immigration detention capacity by 40%,
adding three facilities to the existing five in
the state. Three of the immigration detention
facilities in California sit in the Central Valley:
Mesa Verde ICE Processing Center, Golden
State Annex, and Central Valley Annex, the
latter two of which are new. The number of
people held in Mesa Verde dwindled down
to 23 people during the pandemic due to the
ACLU’s class-action litigation, proving that
immigration detention is not necessary. As

of the publication of this report, there are
currently 47 people detained. In spite of a
COVID-19 outbreak at Mesa Verde in the
summer of 2020, ICE quickly began populating
the Golden State Annex months later. As of
July 2021, 15% of the California residents
held at the Golden State Annex were from the
Central Valley, highlighting that the existence
of detention bed capacity translates into more
immigration enforcement in the region, despite
a pandemic.55 See Figure 6.
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FIGURE 6.

This map illustrates the
immigration detention
facilities throughout
California, noting each of
the facilities’ operators
and bed capacity.

Source: Immigration and Customs Enforcement; California Attorney General’s Office
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Pro-Immigrant Legislation and
Backlash
Summary of Pro-Immigrant Legislation
in California
Over the past decade, California enacted
a trio of critical laws meant to protect its
immigrant population — the largest in the
nation — from collusion between state and local
law enforcement agencies and immigration
enforcement agencies. The Transparency and
Responsibility Using State Tools (TRUST)
Act, a precursor to the Values Act, limited
the instances in which local law enforcement
agencies could hold people beyond their
release time for immigration enforcement
purposes — a practice that the Values Act now
prohibits.56 See Appendix C. A few years later,
California enacted the Transparent Review
of Unjust Transfers and Holds (TRUTH)
Act, which requires local law enforcement
agencies to provide people in jail with vital
know-your-rights information prior to an
interview with ICE.57 It also sought to increase
transparency around local law enforcement
agencies’ coordination with ICE, requiring local
governments to hold annual community forums
on any such coordination that has occurred that

year, and ensuring that any record of collusion
between ICE and local law enforcement agencies
be available via public records act request.
Perhaps the most well-known law of the trio is
the California Values Act, also known as Senate
Bill 54 and as the State’s “sanctuary” law.58
Signed by Governor Jerry Brown in 2017 and
effective in January 2018, the Values Act further
limits state and law enforcement entanglement
with immigration enforcement through various
provisions. It prohibits law enforcement agencies
from holding people past their release time for
immigration enforcement purposes, disallows
transfers from jail to federal immigration
agencies (with certain problematic exceptions
based on criminal history), and requires schools,
courts, and public health facilities to adopt
policies limiting assistance for the purposes of
immigration enforcement. Notwithstanding
these prohibitions, local law enforcement
agencies have colluded with ICE to facilitate the
transfer and deportation of noncitizens.

“Anybody that [ICE] want[s], they can have.”
— former Stanislaus Sheriff Adam Christenson
Pro-Immigrant Legislation and Backlash
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Anti-Sanctuary Rhetoric
Central Valley sheriffs have spoken out
publicly against pro-immigrant laws and
strategized together on how to challenge them,
despite overall public sentiment in the state
supporting its enactment. On the eve of the
signing of the Values Act in 2017, the Kern
County Sheriff, Donny Youngblood, lobbied the
county’s Board of Supervisors to make Kern an
“anti-sanctuary” county.59 After the Values Act
went into effect on January 1, 2018, a handful
of jurisdictions throughout the state passed
symbolic anti-Values Act resolutions, stating
their disapproval of the new law. In Tulare
County, Sheriff Mike Boudreaux proposed such
a resolution to the County Board of Supervisors,
which adopted it despite public protest.60
Shortly thereafter, Tulare County signed onto
an amicus brief filed in support of a lawsuit
challenging the validity of the Values Act. The
law was ultimately upheld in its entirety.61
In the midst of the 2018 resolutions fight,
representatives from the Federation of America
for Immigration Reform (FAIR) — a group that
the Southern Poverty Law Center has labeled
a hate group with ties to white supremacists —
organized meetings with sheriffs and elected
officials across the state to discuss measures
to undercut the Values Act. Such a meeting
took place in the Central Valley.62 Emails
reveal Fresno County Sheriff Margaret Mims’
active role in inviting other local sheriffs to this
meeting and apprising them of last-minute
location changes. See Appendix D.
Local law enforcement agencies in the Central
Valley have stated that they will work with
immigration enforcement authorities to help
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deport community members. For example,
former Stanislaus Sheriff Adam Christenson
stated during the county’s 2018 TRUTH Act
forum, “Anybody that [ICE] want[s], they can
have.”63 Similarly, in a 2018 memo, the Madera
Chief Probation Officer directed his staff to flag
for him any individual “who they feel is a danger
to the community, and that the community would
be better off without this person in it” so that
he could then contact immigration enforcement
authorities for “their review” over the individual
should he deem it proper. See Appendix E.
On February 9, 2018, a Fresno County sheriff
staff member updated Sheriff Mims and other
staff about an ICE courthouse arrest that
had occurred that morning. In that particular
instance, ICE had followed a community member
into the courtroom and waited until the end of
that person’s hearing to follow them out to arrest
them. Sheriff Mims approved and signaled her
full support for these types of future enforcement
actions. See Figure 7.
These practices — such as flagging someone for
ICE based solely on a “feeling” that that person is
a danger to the community — and rhetoric invite
violations of the law. Sheriffs encourage local law
enforcement agencies to exceed the boundaries
of the law to help ICE detain community
members who have paid their bail, been ordered
released by a court, or otherwise gained the
right to return to their communities. They send
the wrong message to vulnerable community
members who fear any interaction with the
criminal legal system, as they believe that a
sheriff will facilitate their deportation.
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FIGURE 7. Email Exchange Between Sheriff Margaret Mims and Her Staff about ICE Courthouse Arrests.

Source: Fresno County Sheriff’s Office, as provided to the ACLU of Northern California
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Erika’s Story: Kern County Sheriff’s Deputies Transfer
Falsely Accused Farmworker to ICE
Erika has been the primary provider for her
three children since kidnappers killed her
husband in Mexico.
In 2019, while working in the citrus and
almond fields in Kern County, Erika was
accused of stealing a bag of fruit. The farm
owner called the police and Erika was
arrested, despite her insistence that she had
not stolen anything. Erika was released from
the Kern County Sheriff’s custody after paying
her bail. However, instead of returning to her
family, Erika was arrested by two ICE agents
inside the jail. She was terrified.
24

Erika spent six months in immigration detention.
During the first couple days of her detention,
her children did not know where she was and
thought she had been killed by the same men
that killed their father. In June 2019, Erika was
released. Three days later, she went to the Kern
County Superior Court to pay a court fee but
was arrested for failing to appear at her court
date. Despite explaining that her ICE arrest had
prevented her attendance, the Kern County
Sheriff’s Office jailed her again, for 55 days.
Today, Erika is scared to go out in public and
becomes anxious at the sight of a police officer.
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Flouting the Law: Central
Valley Law Enforcement
Agencies’ Collusion with ICE

Despite the passage of the Values Act, the number of community members placed
in removal proceedings in the region was at an all-time high in fiscal year 2018 and
2019, resulting in over a quarter of all removal proceedings initiated since 2001
in those two years alone.64 Notably, that number declined in 2020, in part due to
the pandemic. The high rate of ICE enforcement in the Central Valley is in part
facilitated by the willingness of local law enforcement agencies to remain a thought
partner in implementing mechanisms to enable ICE’s work.
This section will explore how on the one hand
pieces of California’s pro-immigrant legislation
have contributed to the very gradual slowdown
of ICE arrests and yet how the inconsistent
implementation of laws like the Values Act in
politically conservative regions like the Central
Valley has fostered new, opaque versions of
harmful entanglement with ICE.

Gradual Decline of ICE Enforcement In
or Near Local Jails
The TRUTH Act had a major impact in the
decline of ICE interviews in jails. Prior to
this law, counties like Fresno maintained a
close relationship with ICE, readily providing

agents with access to its jails. The San Joaquin
Sheriff’s Office even provided ICE with exclusive
office space and their own keyset to its jail. These
close partnerships created an opportunity for
ICE to interview people in jail who unknowingly
submitted to the interview, often unaware of who
was interviewing them or for what purpose. This
changed after the passage of the TRUTH Act.
Data from Sheriff Mims confirms that from July
2017 through 2020, only eight ICE interviews
took place inside the county jail, whereas in the
years prior to the law’s enactment Sheriff Mims
facilitated at least 500 ICE transfers through her
jail interview partnership with ICE.65 A similar
trend is true throughout the Central Valley with
sheriffs reporting few to zero ICE interviews in
their jails since the TRUTH Act took effect. Part of
Flouting the Law
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In 2017 and 2018, on
average ICE arrested
at least one person at
the Kern County jail
every day.
the success in implementing this aspect of the
TRUTH Act is because the law clearly prohibits
the practice of ICE interviews in the jail unless
the person ICE seeks to interview provides a
written consent to be interviewed.
The enactment of the Values Act did not curb
ICE’s interest in conducting enforcement
actions in the region, but it did gradually slow
down the frequency — and the more public
nature — in which ICE transfers took place.
Prior to the passage of the Values Act, local law
enforcement agencies readily turned people
over to ICE.66 Based on limited data provided
by ICE, from October 2014 through May 2018,
over a quarter of all ICE arrests in the region
took place in or near jails.67 See Figure 1, page
13. In 2017, ICE made at least 549 requests to
be notified of release dates, which led Sheriff
Mims to transfer 223 people into ICE’s custody,
including four who identified as being United
States citizens.68 In Kern County, ICE made at
least 622 notification requests in 2017 and 638
in 2018, leading to 486 and 374 ICE jail arrests
each year, respectively.69 That means, on
average, ICE arrested at least one person at the
Kern County jail each day for two years.
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The reporting of ICE transfers by sheriffs to
the community and Attorney General indicate
a gradual slow down. For example, the Fresno
and Kern County sheriffs reported transferring
47 and 25 people, respectively, to ICE in 2020.70
While these numbers seem to illustrate a
decline in ICE transfers, they neglect to tell the
whole story of the opaque ways in which sheriffs
have continued to facilitate transfers.

Policies Allowing Unlawful Holds
One of the Values Act’s most meaningful
prohibitions is the ban on holding a person
for extra time for immigration enforcement
purposes. Despite this clear prohibition, local
law enforcement agencies have continued the
practice — at times including the practice in
their policy.
The Stanislaus County Sheriff’s Department
revised their policy on April 1, 2018, updating
their procedures to better align with the Values
Act.71 Yet, even their updated policy failed to
comply with the law. One section of the policy
allowed its staff to hold people for ICE for up
to 48 hours.72 When the Department began to
review its noncompliant policy in April 2019,
more than a year after the law went into effect,
it checked with ICE to confirm that its policy
matched ICE’s interpretation of state law. In
an email, the jail’s Adult Detention Manager
asks ICE to review the Department’s policy
and provide feedback. In the same email chain,
the local officer attempts to clarify whether
the Department was allowed to hold people for
ICE and alludes to the Department’s continued
practice of holding people for ICE — a practice
that was clearly prohibited under the Values
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Act. See Appendix F. That year the Department
reported holding at least 3 people past their
release time.
Similarly, the Kern County Sheriff’s Office has
repeatedly reported that no ICE holds take place
in the County. Yet, well into 2021, the Office’s
Detention Bureau Policy allowed for ICE holds
in cases where a person had an old removal
order.73 The Values Act contains no such
exception for individuals with prior removal
orders. Even more, as recently as 2020, ICE
describes an instance in which a staff member
from the Lerdo Pre-Trial Facility in Kern
County, which is operated by the Kern County
Sheriff’s Office, attempted to hold a person in its
custody who was about to be released. While in
that case a jail supervisor was able to intervene

to prevent the hold, it is unclear whether there is
proper training and understanding of the law’s
requirements. See Figure 8.

Unlawful and Opaque Transfer
Practices
As discussed above, transfers to ICE are major
vectors for populating detention centers. While
some data illustrates a gradual decline in ICE
transfers statewide74 due to the passage of proimmigrant state laws, local law enforcement
agencies’ eagerness to work closely with ICE
to develop streamlined systems that facilitate
custody exchanges have led to unlawful and
unreported transfers and the abuse of advance
notification to facilitate such transfers.

FIGURE 8. The Lerdo Facility’s Attempt to Unlawfully Hold and Transfer a Community Member to ICE

When ICE agents conduct an arrest, they complete an I-213 form, equivalent to a “charging document,” that captures
ICE’s narrative surrounding the person’s arrest and lists information supporting its assertion that the person should
be deported. In the narrative from a Form I-213 dated May 11, 2020, a Kern County Sheriff’s staff confirmed ICE agents
that the facility would “do their best” to hold the person the agents sought until the agents’ arrival at the jail.
Source: Immigration and Customs Enforcement
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Nelson’s Story:
Personal Tragedy Leads to
Arrest by Kings County
Sheriff’s Deputies and
Handover to ICE
Nelson is an agricultural worker who has lived
in Kings County for over a decade with his wife
and four children. For years, Nelson struggled
with substance abuse. In 2019, he relapsed
after learning of his brother’s death and was
arrested on charges of disorderly conduct
and misdemeanor possession of a controlled
substance. He was jailed for five months. The
charges were dismissed, but he was convicted
of violating his probation and a judge ordered
him to attend an in-patient substance abuse
program. On the morning of his release, Nelson
waited for three hours for a probation officer to
take him to the rehabilitation center. Instead, ICE
officers arrived, arrested him, and transported
him to the Mesa Verde Detention Center.

While in ICE detention, Nelson worried about
his family’s well-being after hearing how his
wife and children were struggling at home. He
felt helpless knowing his children couldn’t
fully concentrate at school and his wife
was having to navigate the family’s financial
situation on her own.
After spending six months in ICE detention,
Nelson was released. He spent two weeks
with his family, and then checked himself into
a substance abuse program, in compliance
with the terms of his probation. He has since
completed the program.

“

[If I could speak with lawmakers] I think I would tell them to think of our families.
I know I made mistakes and I got myself back into jail but I was also suffering from
substance abuse. It’s a disease and I want them to know that some of us make bad
decisions because of that. They should think of our families and the community.
They should help people who have immigration-related issues and help them
get help to remain with their families. They should help parents stay with their
children. Children are the ones most affected by these types of situations.”
28
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Unlawful Transfers of People Not Authorized to
be Transferred
In overzealously working with ICE, some
local law enforcement officers have unlawfully
transferred community members into ICE’s
custody. For example, during a response to
a car accident last year, an officer for the
California City Police Department proceeded
to investigate the immigration status of one of
the victims, which ultimately resulted in a call
to ICE. Investigating someone’s immigration
status stemming from a car accident is not
permitted under the Values Act. See Figure 9.
Another unlawful practice is the transfer
of people who have “straight misdemeanor”
convictions (i.e., the conviction cannot be
charged as a felony nor as an infraction), even
though a straight misdemeanor conviction
cannot be the basis for a transfer.75 The
California Attorney General’s office has clarified
that straight misdemeanor convictions are not
sufficient reason to respond to an ICE transfer
request; only certain misdemeanor convictions
for an offense that also can be charged as a

felony permit a transfer.76 Yet, based on selfreported data, to date there have been at least
12 people in the Central Valley who local law
enforcement agencies transferred to ICE due to
straight misdemeanor convictions.77

Rise of Unofficial Transfers in Non-Public Areas
of Jails
Perhaps the most concerning development since
the enactment of the Values Act is local law
enforcement agencies’ willingness to work with
ICE to deliver people into ICE custody without —
they believe — being required to categorize and
report these events as official transfers under
the Values Act.
As a way to increase transparency and
accountability, the Values Act requires local law
enforcement agencies to submit annual reports
to the California Attorney General that include
the number of ICE transfers made each year
and the basis for each transfer.78 Many local
law enforcement agencies fail to adequately
report this data to the Attorney General, or

FIGURE 9. California City Police Department Arrest

The excerpt from an I-213 illustrates an instance in which an officer’s response to a car accident led to a community
member’s arrest by ICE.
Source: Immigration and Customs Enforcement
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altogether neglect to report any data, without
repercussions. At best, incomplete informationsharing with the public keeps community
members uninformed about how local law
enforcement agencies continue to work with
ICE and, at worst, hides local law enforcement
agencies’ actual role in immigration
enforcement.

County Sheriff’s Office reported to the Attorney
General’s Office that it had transferred a total of
5 people in both 2018 and 2019.82 However, ICE
reported that it had arrested 102 community
members in 2018 in the county jail, a huge
discrepancy from what Sheriff Mims has both
officially reported to the Attorney General’s
Office and shared with the public.83

Since the enactment of the Values Act in
2018, through to the end of 2020, local law
enforcement agencies in the Central Valley
reported to the Attorney General that a total of
357 community members had been transferred
into ICE custody.79 See Appendix L.

According to data that the ACLU of Northern
California gathered through Public Records
Act requests, since the enactment of the Values
Act in 2018 there have been at least 1,001
community members in the Central Valley
whose transfer to ICE custody was facilitated
by sheriffs in the Central Valley — nearly
three times higher than the official reports
to the Attorney General. This number may
indeed be even higher because of some sheriffs’
improperly narrow interpretation of what
constitutes as an ICE transfer. See Figure 10.
See Appendix L.

However, the actual number of ICE transfers is
much higher due to the massive underreporting
and improper tracking of these types of transfers.
For example, the Kern County Sheriff’s Office
reported zero transfers to the Attorney General’s
Office in 2018 but during a TRUTH Act Forum
it reported that ICE arrested 374 people that
year from county jail.80 The Stanislaus County
Sheriff’s Department reported zero transfers
in 2018 but years later stated it had actually
transferred 38 people that year.81 The Fresno

Law enforcement agencies in the region have
affirmatively looked for ways to circumvent
the law to continue their entanglement with
immigration enforcement. For example, on the

The ACLU estimates that the transfer numbers that
Central Valley sheriffs reported to the Attorney
General from 2018 through 2020 should

have been nearly 3x greater.
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The Fresno County Sheriff’s Office proposed that
ICE arrest people in a separate, secure, non-public
area of the jail: the vestibule.
eve of the Values Act’s enactment, the Fresno
County Sheriff’s Office organized a meeting
with ICE agents, including Erik Bonnar, now
the Acting Field Office Director for the San
Francisco ICE ERO Field Office, to discuss
the impact of the new law on their working
relationship and propose solutions to ICE’s
concerns about transfers and notifications.
In an attempt to sidestep the Values Act’s
prohibition on transferring people without
certain criminal history to ICE, the Fresno
County Sheriff’s Office proposed that rather
than arresting people inside the main detention
area, ICE arrest people in a separate, secure,
non-public area of the jail: the vestibule. In this
way, according to the Fresno County Sheriff’s
Office, the jail would be able to officially report
that the person ICE sought to arrest had been
formally released from their custody, and as
such, a transfer of custody could not occur. See
Appendix G. However, once in the vestibule, a
person continues to be in the custody of the
sheriff because they are unable to leave the
jail and are instead forced to wait for ICE to
arrest them.84 Moreover, vestibules, and other
non-public areas of the jail, are by definition
inaccessible to the public and are purposely
set up by local law enforcement agencies for
ICE to allow it to arrest people with minimal
interference, even though the person placed in
these areas of the jail should be free to walk out
of the jail.

Months later, unsatisfied by their setup, Erik
Bonnar urged a meeting with Sheriff Mims to
discuss allowing ICE to arrest people inside the
sally port or booking area of the jail, a practice
he stated already existed in the neighboring
counties of Tulare, Madera, Merced, and Kings.
Bonnar argued that this change “would increase
morale for our officers.” The sheriff agreed to
discuss the matter over dinner. See Figure 11.
Sheriffs use this tactic of “releasing” community
members into secure areas of the jail to actively
continue to work with ICE without, in their
view, having to comply with the Values Act’s
prohibition on transferring people unless they
have certain criminal history. By avoiding calling
this a “transfer,” sheriffs do not have to show that
the person fell within a criminal history carveout to the Values Act. Local law enforcement
agencies’ underreporting of transfer data to the
public and their intentional over-communication
with ICE underscore their willingness to subvert
the law in order to facilitate the deportation of
community members who have been granted
bail, have been ordered released by a court, or
who have otherwise earned the right to return
home. While the Values Act prohibits local law
enforcement agencies from providing resources
for immigration enforcement purposes, sheriffs
created an “unofficial transfers” practice that
occurs in non-public areas of the jail or otherwise
goes unreported.
Flouting the Law
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FIGURE 10. Discrepancy in Transfer Data Reporting by Sheriffs
Cumulatively, sheriffs in the Central Valley reported at
TRUTH Act Forums that ICE arrested 889 people in their
jails from 2018-2020. Through a FOIA, ICE reported
to have arrested 102 people at the Fresno County Jail
in 2018 alone. In total, that would mean at least 1,001
people have been released to ICE in local jails over
the past several years. Yet, the sheriffs in the region
reported to the California Attorney General that only 357
people were subject to an ICE transfer from 2018–2020,
a discrepancy that is almost three times less than
the actual number of people arrested by ICE in
local jails.
One might conclude that the number of transfers to
ICE and, as such, the level of collusion with ICE is
declining. However, records produced by the sheriffs in
the region indicate a high rate of notifications to ICE of
the release time of individuals in their custody. Under
the Values Act, local law enforcement agencies are
permitted to provide ICE with release time information
if that information is publicly available. This practice by
sheriffs suggests more transfers to ICE are happening
that go unreported, that sheriffs have taken advantage
of the “publicly available” exception to provide ICE with
release time information, and that collaboration with
ICE continues, highlighting the need to pass a law like
the VISION
N Act.
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FIGURE 11. ICE Agent’s Email to Sheriff Mims to Modify Transfer Practice

ICE Agent Bonnar asks to modify the practice of arresting community members in the vestibule of the Fresno County
Jail in order to “increase [the] morale” of ICE agents.
Source: Fresno County Sheriff’s Office, as provided to the ACLU of Northern California

Advance Notification as a Gateway to Collusion
Another practice sheriffs use to coordinate
arrests with ICE is by notifying ICE of an
individual’s release time from local custody.
The Values Act permits local law enforcement
agencies to provide ICE advance notice of a
person’s release time if that information is
otherwise public, or if that person has certain
charges and/or convictions.85 Often through
a detainer, but increasingly through a new
34

practice described below, ICE agents will
request local law enforcement agencies to
supply them with a person’s release time
as a way to facilitate their arrest. However,
local law enforcement agencies will regularly
take this request further and engage in overcommunication with ICE to ensure that
custody releases will align with federal officers’
schedules, including by actively choosing
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to provide ICE advance notice of a person’s
release time. By doing so, the law enforcement
agencies provide ICE with the opportunity for
an unofficial transfer of custody. This category
of close coordination is routine and common,
but often unreported because it occurs through
nontransparent mechanisms.
For example, in a May 2020 email, an ICE
agent requested a Kings County Sheriff’s Office
sergeant to provide “conviction documents
or anything” about a particular community
member. The sergeant not only provided the
ICE agent the documents they sought but went
further by assuring the agent that she would
contact the ICE agent once the community
member’s court proceedings were finalized.
Throughout 2020 and as recently as January
2021, ICE agents emailed the same sergeant
on multiple occasions to request different sets
of documents and even probation release times
for people they sought to arrest and deport. The
sergeant swiftly responded to these requests,
often furnishing ICE the documents requested.
Similar requests for information have been
made by ICE agents to the Merced County
Sheriff’s Office. See Appendix H.

Indeed, sheriffs in the Central Valley have
catered to the needs and preferences of ICE. For
example, local law enforcement agencies have
coordinated with ICE when considering the
optimal time for an unofficial transfer to ICE by
ensuring that local officers release a person at a
time that is most opportune for ICE to come by
the jail. In several 2019 exchanges between ICE
and the Stanislaus County Sheriff’s Department,
the sheriff’s staff worked carefully to identify
the ideal window of time to release people in
order to facilitate an ICE arrest. In one instance,
the Stanislaus adult detention manager emailed
ICE, asking, “what is the latest time we can
notify ICE for a pick up for that same day” and
asking how much time ICE would need to arrive
at the jail. In a separate email exchange a few
days later, the same officer reached out to ICE
and asked, “[H]ow much time can we give you to
pick up?” The ICE agent notes that people who
are released by court order or after paying their
bond are harder to arrest because their releases
are spontaneous. As such, the agent requests
that the local officer notify ICE of release times
“as soon as possible,” noting, “hopefully the out
processing [from jail] will take some time.” See
Figure 12 and Appendix I. In fact, in 2021, the

…the sheriff’s staff worked carefully to identify the
ideal window of time to release people in order
to facilitate an ICE arrest.
Flouting the Law
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FIGURE 12. Email Correspondence Between Stanislaus County Sheriff’s Department Staff
and ICE

Source: Stanislaus County Sheriff’s Department, as provided to the ACLU of Northern California

Stanislaus County Sheriff’s Department faxed
responses to ICE regarding their notification
requests, not only to inform ICE agents of when
a person would be ready for “immediate pickup”
but to also request that ICE “please advise eta of
your transportation unit.” See Appendix J.
To take a prime example of a local law
enforcement agency attempting to hide
notification practices that are tailored for ICE,
in 2018 and 2019, Sheriff Mims in Fresno
reportedly received a total of 1,073 detainers
from ICE.86 At TRUTH Act forums, she
announced that she had not responded to
any of these ICE detainers and notification
requests. However, the Fresno County Sheriff’s
Office had put in place a robust system that
36

provided ICE with custody information via fax
for most all individuals with an ICE detainer.
Sheriff Mims has attempted to reason that this
practice did not constitute providing ICE with
notification because the fax was sent to ICE
when a community member was in the process
of being released or had already been released.
Yet, that practice is the definition of providing
ICE with the notification it seeks and, as such,
is a direct response to ICE’s detainer. Recently,
the Fresno County Sheriff’s Office ended its
practice of faxing ICE these updates.87
Similarly, other counties publicly reported
transferring zero or very few people to ICE
each year. Yet many refined their notification
practices to result in the arrest of community
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Martin’s Story: Kern County Sheriff’s Deputies Escort
Father Into the Hands of ICE Agents
Martin* is a long-time resident of Kern County. In January 2020, Martin was released from the
Lerdo Jail in Kern County after completing his sentence for a DUI. At the time of his release,
sheriff’s deputies asked him to sign some paperwork
and then directed him to a separate holding cell.
I come from our culture where
Martin waited there for 30 minutes, but he was never
my family showed me to love
given any paperwork. Instead, four sheriff’s deputies
our children and to fulfil their
escorted him into the hands of ICE agents who were
needs. […] It’s so beautiful when
waiting in the jail parking lot.
I’m walking or taking them out,

“

Martin was detained at the Mesa Verde Detention
Facility for almost five months. During this time, his
U.S. citizen children worried that he would get sick,
suffered from depression, and struggled in school.
Since his release, Martin’s children have slowly
recovered from the trauma. He serves as an active
member of his church and is in compliance with court
orders relating to his release.

members at or near the county jails. For
example, in 2018 the Madera County Sheriff’s
Office reported zero transfers yet provided
release information directly to ICE that
resulted in the “pick up” of at least 19 by ICE,
a number the Office tracks in their system.
In November 2019, Sheriff Vern Warnke
presented before Merced County’s Board of
Supervisors, claiming, “We have never, ever
assisted ICE in any immigration enforcement,
that’s not our job.”88 Yet, in 2018 the Merced
County Sheriff’s Office reported having had
“communication with ICE” at least 136 times

they hug me and kiss me and
they’re happy. The bible says
one should cultivate love with
their children, and I’m so happy
I can do that with them because
it’s so important to me.”
*Name has been changed to protect confidentiality.

and in 2019 had provided ICE with information
over the phone for at least 49 community
members in local custody.
The practice of supplying ICE advance
notice, tailored to their needs, of community
members’ release times is a voluntary practice
which local sheriffs choose to adopt in order to
significantly facilitate unofficial transfers. This
widespread practice is often under-scrutinized
yet contributes to the separation of families and
carries devastating consequences.

Flouting the Law
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An Emerging Entanglement Tactic
Due to the eagerness among local law
enforcement agencies in the Central Valley to
collude with federal immigration enforcement,
ICE tests new tactics in the region with the
goal of facilitating an even greater number of
community member arrests in the region. In the
spring of 2019, ICE began to explore the idea of

the federal agency itself — rather than California
officials — analyzing state law to pre-screen people
awaiting release from local law enforcement
custody as a way to “produce more transfers to
ICE.” ICE proposed the practice to the Stanislaus
County Sheriff’s Department and was met with
enthusiasm. At the time, the practice was put on
hold by ICE’s counsel. See Figure 13.

FIGURE 13. ICE Email to the Stanislaus County Sheriff’s Department Introducing a New Tactic

In the spring of 2019, ICE proposed for it—rather than California officials—to analyze state law to pre-screen people
awaiting release from the Stanislaus County Sheriff’s Department’s custody as a way to “produce more transfers to ICE.”
Source: Stanislaus County Sheriff’s Department, as provided to the ACLU of Northern California
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A few months later, the program went live in
Merced County. In September 2019, an ICE
agent emailed the Merced County Sheriff’s
Office stating, “I think there is [sic] ways to
improve our communication and improve the
current systems we have in place […].” A month
later, the ICE agent proposed that they use
a program similar to the one that had been
proposed to the Stanislaus County Sheriff in
order to provide the local law enforcement
agency “the opportunity to transfer the
detainee into [ICE] custody prior to [release].”

See Appendix K. The Merced Sheriff agreed to
meet that same month to discuss the proposal.
After that email, ICE agents began to regularly
send these types of requests via email, listing
the offense that they believed provided a
qualifying conviction for arrest. In addition to
Merced, this practice has taken root in at least
Fresno and Stanislaus counties. Concerningly,
it is unclear whether local law enforcement
agencies have any safeguards in place to
prevent officers from taking ICE agents at their
word on whether someone is authorized by state
law to be transferred.

Flouting the Law
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Conclusion

The racial bias infecting the criminal legal system causes a double punishment
with permanent consequences for noncitizen community members in removal
proceedings when local law enforcement agencies are allowed to actively
coordinate with ICE. Without adequate prohibitions to collusion with local entities,
immigration enforcement in the Central Valley will continue to cause instability
in the lives of immigrant community members through the mechanisms and
structural imbalances that it currently exploits: the opening of two additional ICE
detention facilities, each of which has the capacity to hold 700 community members;
sheriffs that eagerly and covertly work with federal immigration enforcement;
and a vulnerable immigrant community with little access to removal defense.
The covert mechanisms through which both systems continue to work together
ultimately impact vulnerable families, often causing a ripple effect of terror and
a cycle of poverty throughout local communities. While this report has provided
an analysis of some of the ways sheriffs continue to collude with ICE, it may only
scratch the surface of the depths of this partnership.
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Recommendations

California has the power to enact stronger laws that could protect our immigrant
community. California has consistently been a leader in protecting immigrant
communities from federal immigration enforcement through the passage of laws
like the TRUST, TRUTH, and Values Acts.
The TRUTH Act has compelled some sheriffs to
publicly share information and data each year
regarding the total number of ICE detainers
received and the number of ICE interviews
conducted in the jails. However, the data shared
at these forums only scratches the surface
of the available data and information local
law enforcement agencies can and should be
sharing with the public. For example, sheriffs
should share how their notification and transfer
processes work and through what modes and
how often they communicate with ICE.
While these laws have provided community
members with access to some information on
how local law enforcement agencies work with
ICE, it has only been through annual public
records requests and consistent follow-up with
those agencies that we have learned the scope
of those agencies’ continued cooperation with
immigration enforcement. Often, by the time
a community member comes forward about a
potential Values Act violation, it is too late for
them to vindicate their rights. The best way
to cut back on local law enforcement agencies’

continued legal violations and circumvention
tactics — including the practice of holding
people past their release time, developing
mechanisms that readily facilitate the custody
transfer of community members to ICE, and
over-communicating with ICE — is to adopt
bright-line rules, as other states have already
done, that prohibit all entanglement between
local law enforcement agencies and agencies
engaged in immigration enforcement.
Regions like the Central Valley would benefit
from bright-line rules that clearly prohibit
entanglement, like transfers and information
sharing, rather than rules with various
exceptions that inhibit effective and equitable
implementation in a region that already
suffers from a lack of robust removal defense
representation. California must have the
courage to propel a vision of inclusivity so that
all its residents can thrive in safety. To move in
a direction that protects all Californians, below
are some steps which various state decisionmakers can take in order to stand with all
immigrants.
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THE CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE
To disentangle state and local resources from all immigration enforcement
and properly implement what it passes, the state legislature should
pass laws that (1) prohibit state and local law enforcement agencies
from transferring people in their custody to immigration enforcement
authorities and (2) include a private cause of action so that community
members can more easily bring claims if their rights are violated.
Ensure state and local law enforcement agencies provide more complete
and accurate information to the public. To ensure information is
presented, the legislature can include penalties against law enforcement
agencies that fail to meet state requirements.
Require categories of information be presented by local law enforcement
agency representatives at TRUTH Act forums consistently throughout the
state.
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THE CALIFORNIA
GOVERNOR
Must sign bills like
the VISION Act that
seek to disentangle
state and local law
enforcement agencies
from immigration
enforcement.
Issue a moratorium
that prohibits the
transfer of noncitizens
from state and local
criminal custody to ICE
during the pandemic.
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Appendices
Appendix A – ICE’s Practice of Racial Profiling and Collateral Arrests
The narrative below, which is taken from an I-213 form prepared by ICE agents, provides an
example of ICE’s racial profiling and collateral arrest practices. The enforcement action resulted
in the arrest of a young person with DACA whom ICE was not targeting but who was simply
racially profiled and caught in the crossfires of an ICE enforcement operation. Personal identifying
information has been redacted.

Source: Immigration and Customs Enforcement
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Appendix B – ICE Courthouse Arrest After the Passage of AB 668
California Assembly Bill 668 made it illegal to conduct civil arrests in courthouses. The law went
into effect in January 2020. The narratives below are from three separate I-213s forms ranging
from January through March 2020 that were completed by ICE agents. Each incident described in
the forms resulted in the arrest of a community member who was attending their court hearing in a
Central Valley courthouse. Personal identifying information has been redacted.

Source: Immigration and Customs
Enforcement
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Appendix C
Below is a summary of the various pro-immigrant legislation enacted in California.

State Law

Year Effective

Summary

TRUST Act

2014

Introduced limits, based on criminal history, on when local law enforcement agencies could hold a
person in their custody past their release time in order to facilitate a transfer to ICE.

TRUTH Act

2017

Requires a written consent form to be provided to an individual to read and sign before an ICE
interview with that individual can take place in a local jail.
Requires local law enforcement agencies to provide a copy of the ICE detainer to the person in
their custody whom the detainer concerns and to inform that person whether they intend to
respond to the detainer.
Requires local governing bodies of municipalities in which local law enforcement agencies
provided ICE access to a community member the prior year to hold a community forum about the
local law enforcement agency’s entanglement with ICE.

Values Act

2018

Prohibits state and local law enforcement agencies (excluding the California Department of
Corrections and Rehabilitation) from using agency resources for immigration enforcement
purposes.
Prohibits local law enforcement agencies from holding people past their release time, asking
about immigration status, making arrests on civil immigration warrants, and sharing personal
information with ICE unless that information is already public.
Prohibits local law enforcement agencies from transferring people in their custody to ICE, with
certain problematic exceptions based on criminal history, and from providing ICE advance notice
of a person’s release information, with exceptions based on criminal history.
Requires local law enforcement agencies to report annually to the California Attorney General:
(1) the number of transfers made to immigration authorities and the offense that triggered
the transfer and (2) the purpose of each joint task force it is a part of, and related information,
including the number of people arrested for immigration enforcement purposes.
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Appendix D – Fresno County Sheriff Mims’ Email Invitation to FAIR Meeting
As a small group of counties across the state refused to accept the Values Act as state law,
the Federation for American Immigration Reform (FAIR), a group that the Southern Poverty
Law Center has labeled a hate group with ties to white supremacists, worked to organize local
jurisdictions in their efforts against the law. Fresno County Sheriff Mims shared the invitation to a
local FAIR meeting with other Central Valley sheriffs, keeping them apprised even of last-minute
location changes to the meeting.
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Source: Fresno
County Sheriff’s
Office, as provided
to the ACLU of
Northern California
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Appendix E – Madera County Probation Department Policy
In a 2018 memo, the Madera Chief Probation Officer directed his staff to flag for him any individual
“who they feel is a danger to the community, and that the community would be better off without
this person in it” so that he may then contact immigration enforcement authorities for “their
review” over the individual if deemed properly. Such a practice is in violation of state law.

MADERA COUNTY
PROBATION DEPARTMENT
Administration

STEPHANIE STOECKEL
Deputy Chief Probation Officer
RICK DUPREE, Chief Probation Officer

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

209 W. Yosemite Ave
Madera, CA 93637
Phone (559) 675-7739
Fax (559) 673-0521

All Probation Staff
Rick Dupree
March 9, 2018
Illegal Immigration/I.C.E

This policy supersedes the policy sent out on June 19, 2017
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
Illegal immigration has been and continues to be at the forefront of the news this past
year, and has unfortunately become politicalized. In review of all the attention that
ICE/Homeland Security is receiving, I thought it be prudent that I clarify our department’s role
and responsibility when it comes to addressing illegal immigrants within the probation
populace. This policy does not greatly differentiate philosophically with how a lot of our local
law enforcement agencies or fellow probation departments in California are dealing with illegal
immigrants. But, it can be difficult when balancing the needs of a fellow LE agency with the
requirements of SB 54 as well as our own goals and objectives in providing a wide-range of
services for probationers, regardless of their legal status.
POLICY & PROCEDURE
Staff shall not notify, coordinate, or instruct ICE on the whereabouts, actions, or details
of a defendant’s activities. However, if ICE makes contact with staff in regards to a felony
defendant on probation, staff shall only provide them the following information as they would
any other law enforcement agency, as long as the requesting agency has the RIGHT to know
and the NEED to know.
•
•
•
•

Defendant’s home address
Defendant’s work address
Criminal history/probation status
Defendant’s picture

If ICE requests the above information on a misdemeanant probationer or a person no
longer on probation, please contact a Supervisor or Deputy Chief for guidance on whether the
person meets the criteria set forth in Section 7282.5 of the Government Code for release of
“The mission of the Madera County Probation Department is to encourage positive change in the lives of offenders through
collaborative partnerships, evidence based practices, and corrective services.”
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Source: Merced County Probation Department, as provided to the ACLU of Northern California
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Appendix F – Emails to ICE from the Stanislaus County Sheriff’s Department
The Stanislaus County Sheriff’s Department’s Adult Detention Manager emailed ICE in April
2019 as the Department was preparing to update their policy regarding the Values Act, which
was, at that time, not compliant with the requirements of the Act. In those emails, the officer seeks
ICE’s guidance and interpretation of state law. In those emails, the officer makes clear that up to
that point the county had been in violation of state law.

Source: Stanislaus County Sheriff’s Department, as provided to the ACLU of Northern California
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Appendix G – Email from the Fresno County Sheriff’s Office to ICE Agent Bonnar Regarding Jail
Vestibule Practice
Tom Gattie, the former Fresno County Assistant Sheriff, emailed ICE agents Erik Bonnar and
Moises Becerra on December 20, 2017, days before the enactment of the Values Act. In the email,
Mr. Gattie asks for a meeting to discuss new ways to continue transferring immigrants to ICE
custody.

Source: Fresno County Sheriff’s Office, as provided to the ACLU of Northern California
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Appendix H – Email from ICE to Sheriff Staff in the Counties of Kings and Merced for
Information
Below is an example of the emails ICE agents sent to the Kings County and Merced County
Sheriff’s Offices seeking information regarding people in the sheriff’s custody.

Source: Kings County
Sheriff’s Office, as
provided to the ACLU of
Northern California

Source: Merced County
Sheriff’s Office, as
provided to the ACLU of
Northern California
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Appendix I – Email Exchange Between Stanislaus County and ICE Regarding Timing of ICE
Arrest
Below are two separate email chains between the Adult Detention Manager at the Stanislaus
County Sheriff’s Department and ICE around the topic of ICE arrest timing. The detention
manager asks questions regarding ICE’s pick up arrangements and the length of time it would
take to arrive at the jail. If the jail had prolonged individuals’ releases from the jail in order
to ensure ICE’s ability to arrest those individuals, that would be a violation of the Values Act.
Similarly, if the jail had given advance notification of people’s release times to ICE, even if the
person did not have criminal history permitting notification to ICE, that would violate the law.

Source: Stanislaus County
Sheriff’s Department, as provided
to the ACLU of Northern California
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Appendix J – Stanislaus County Sheriff’s Department Fax to ICE Regarding Timing of ICE Arrest
Below is one example of many faxes in which the Stanislaus County Sheriff’s Department faxes ICE
information about an individual’s release while asking for information about ICE’s estimated time
of arrival.

Source: Stanislaus
County Sheriff’s
Department, as
provided to the ACLU of
Northern California
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Appendix K – ICE Email to Merced County Sheriff’s Office Regarding New Entanglement Tactic
In an email to the Merced County Sheriff’s Office in September 2019, ICE introduces an idea
that it states will help improve the collaboration between the two agencies. A month later, ICE
implements the new practice.

Source: Merced
County Sheriff’s
Office, as provided
to the ACLU of
Northern California
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Appendix L – Central Valley County Profiles
The information below is a compilation of publicly available data broken down by county that
provides the immigrant makeup, number of people placed in removal proceedings each year, and
the ICE transfers for each county. The top section of each county’s profile was sourced from the
California Immigrant Data Portal and the United States Census Bureau from 2018 and provides the
total number of immigrants that reside in that county. The second section are graphs that illustrate
the total number of county residents that were placed in removal proceedings from 2001 through
2019, available through the California Immigrant Data Portal. The last section captures the data
from reporting that county sheriffs made to the California Attorney General’s Office and at TRUTH
Act Forums relating to ICE transfers. “No report provided” denotes that we could not confirm
whether the sheriff’s office reported zero transfers or whether it failed to report data that year.
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KERN COUNTY
IMMIGRANT
POPULATION
(2018)

710,538
Non-immigrant
population

183,220

61,319

Naturalized
U.S. citizen

Immigrant
population

59,671

Undocumented

62,230

121,901
Non-citizen

Lawful
Permanent
Resident

Source: Census Bureau (2018);
Data Commons (2018);
California Immigrant Data Portal

REMOVAL PROCEEDINGS (2001–2019)
Total number of county residents placed in removal proceedings per year

Source: California Immigrant Data Portal; Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse

ICE TRANSFERS
Transfer data reported by the county sheriff to the California
Attorney General

Data presented by the county sheriff at
TRUTH Act Forums

Reporting Year

Total Reported Number

Reporting
Year

TRUTH Act
Forum Date

Total Reported
Number

2018

0

2018

May 13–14, 2019

374

2019

28

2019

July 27, 2020

65

2020

25

2020

June 28, 2021

25
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KINGS COUNTY
IMMIGRANT
POPULATION
(2018)

121,852

Non-immigrant
population

29,530

9,426

Naturalized
U.S. citizen

Immigrant
population

9,662

20,104

Undocumented

10,442

Non-citizen

Lawful
Permanent
Resident

Source: Census Bureau (2018);
Data Commons (2018);
California Immigrant Data Portal

REMOVAL PROCEEDINGS (2001–2019)
Total number of county residents placed in removal proceedings per year

Source: California Immigrant Data Portal; Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse

ICE TRANSFERS
Transfer data reported by the county sheriff to the California
Attorney General

Data presented by the county sheriff at
TRUTH Act Forums

Reporting Year

Total Reported Number

Reporting
Year

TRUTH Act
Forum Date

Total Reported
Number

2018

23

2018

March 12, 2019

23

2019

19

2019

February 25, 2020

19

2020

12

2020

February 23, 2021

12
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FRESNO COUNTY
IMMIGRANT
POPULATION
(2018)

773,563
Non-immigrant
population

218,387

83,114

Naturalized
U.S. citizen

Immigrant
population

66,674

135,273

Undocumented

68,599

Non-citizen

Lawful
Permanent
Resident

Source: Census Bureau (2018);
Data Commons (2018);
California Immigrant Data Portal

REMOVAL PROCEEDINGS (2001–2019)
Total number of county residents placed in removal proceedings per year

Source: California Immigrant Data Portal; Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse

ICE TRANSFERS
Transfer data reported by the county sheriff to the California
Attorney General

Data presented by the county sheriff at
TRUTH Act Forums

Reporting Year

Total Reported Number

Reporting
Year

TRUTH Act
Forum Date

Total Reported
Number

2018

4

2018

September 10, 2019

3

2019

1

2019

September 22, 2020

1

2020

47

2020

April 13, 2021

47
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MADERA COUNTY
IMMIGRANT
POPULATION
(2018)

122,161

Non-immigrant
population

34,721
Immigrant
population

9,595

Naturalized
U.S. citizen

13,596

Undocumented

11,530

25,126
Non-citizen

Lawful
Permanent
Resident

Source: Census Bureau (2018);
Data Commons (2018);
California Immigrant Data Portal

REMOVAL PROCEEDINGS (2001–2019)
Total number of county residents placed in removal proceedings per year

Source: California Immigrant Data Portal; Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse

ICE TRANSFERS
Transfer data reported by the county sheriff
to the California Attorney General
Reporting
Year

Total Reported Number

2018

0

2019

No report submitted

2020

No report submitted
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Data presented by the county sheriff at TRUTH Act Forums
Reporting
Year

TRUTH Act
Forum Date

Total Reported Number

2018

December 10, 2019

374

2019

None held

— (during the 2018 forum the sheriff reported
10 people werre released to ICE in 2018)

2020

None held

—
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MERCED COUNTY
IMMIGRANT
POPULATION
(2018)

200,320
Non-immigrant
population

73,831

26,568
Naturalized
U.S. citizen

Immigrant
population

24,799

47,263

Undocumented

22,464

Non-citizen

Lawful
Permanent
Resident

Source: Census Bureau (2018);
Data Commons (2018);
California Immigrant Data Portal

REMOVAL PROCEEDINGS (2001–2019)
Total number of county residents placed in removal proceedings per year

Source: California Immigrant Data Portal; Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse

ICE TRANSFERS
Transfer data reported by the county sheriff to the California
Attorney General

Data presented by the county sheriff at
TRUTH Act Forums

Reporting Year

Total Reported Number

Reporting
Year

TRUTH Act
Forum Date

Total Reported
Number

2018

0

2018

November 19, 2019

40

2019

No report submitted

2019

November 17, 2020

12

2020

No report submitted

2020

August 24, 2021

1
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SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY
IMMIGRANT
POPULATION
(2018)

569,507
Non-immigrant
population

182,984

83,827
Naturalized
U.S. citizen

Immigrant
population

47,207

Undocumented

51,950

99,157
Non-citizen

Lawful
Permanent
Resident

Source: Census Bureau (2018);
Data Commons (2018);
California Immigrant Data Portal

REMOVAL PROCEEDINGS (2001–2019)
Total number of county residents placed in removal proceedings per year

Source: California Immigrant Data Portal; Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse

ICE TRANSFERS
Transfer data reported by the county sheriff to the California
Attorney General

Data presented by the county sheriff at
TRUTH Act Forums

Reporting Year

Total Reported Number

From a review of the County’s board meetings,
no TRUTH Act Forums were held

2018

0

2019

No report submitted

2020

No report submitted
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STANILAUS COUNTY
IMMIGRANT
POPULATION
(2018)

435,710
Non-immigrant
population

112,416

49,948
Naturalized
U.S. citizen

Immigrant
population

27,465

Undocumented

35,003

62,468
Non-citizen

Lawful
Permanent
Resident

Source: Census Bureau (2018);
Data Commons (2018);
California Immigrant Data Portal

REMOVAL PROCEEDINGS (2001–2019)
Total number of county residents placed in removal proceedings per year

Source: California Immigrant Data Portal; Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse

ICE TRANSFERS
Transfer data reported by the county sheriff to the California
Attorney General

Data presented by the county sheriff at
TRUTH Act Forums

Reporting Year

Total Reported Number

Reporting
Year

TRUTH Act
Forum Date

Total Reported
Number

2018

No report submitted

2018

November 19, 2019

46

2019

45

2019

February 27, 2020

45

2020

15

2020

November 16, 2021

15
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TULARE COUNTY
IMMIGRANT
POPULATION
(2018)

358,517
Non-immigrant
population

106,072

32,158

Naturalized
U.S. citizen

Immigrant
population

34,730

73,914

Undocumented

39,184

Non-citizen

Lawful
Permanent
Resident

Source: Census Bureau (2018);
Data Commons (2018);
California Immigrant Data Portal

REMOVAL PROCEEDINGS (2001–2019)
Total number of county residents placed in removal proceedings per year

Source: California Immigrant Data Portal; Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse

ICE TRANSFERS
Transfer data reported by the county sheriff to the California
Attorney General

Data presented by the county sheriff at
TRUTH Act Forums

Reporting Year

Total Reported Number

Reporting
Year

TRUTH Act
Forum Date

Total Reported
Number

2018

54

2018

August 20, 2019

54

2019

51

2019

September 29, 2020

51

2020

33

2020

September 21, 2021

33
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